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                Real-time visual creativity

                Live compositing and media server platform
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                If you are a content creator, artistic director, video operator, audio/video integrator, event organizer, rental
company, scenographer, TV production company, cultural institution, or technical director, SMODE is
made for you.

So much more than an integrated graphical compositing platform and a media server, SMODE
redefines creativity in visual events.

SMODE can be used to handle visuals in every kind of show or installation, no matter the size or
complexity.
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                    16

                    Years of technical
experience on the field



                

                
                    +500

                    Projects

                

                
                    9000

                    Users (Smoders)
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                        Create amazing shows under tight deadlines
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                        Increase flexibility, Reduce latency
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                        Unleash your visual creativity
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                        Turn any game into a show
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                        Deliver 365 days per year
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                        Extend reality, reduce delays
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                        The only limit is your creativity
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            Testimonials

            Trust our customers.
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        Sandy Carter

        COO at Unstoppable Domains / Redactor at Forbes

    




    "The potential of Smode XR in transforming television production, film, and live performances is immense, promising a new era of entertainment that is as limitless as the imagination of its creators."
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        Yoshiyuki Shibata

        Producer / Director (Dream-Lab)

    




    "SMODE has been introduced for TV programme recordings and large-scale live-streaming events. It is now possible to realise live video productions that previously had to rely on post-production. I feel that the effects that SMODE can bring are limitless, depending on the ideas of those who use it. We look forward to the future of SMODE, which is constantly evolving."
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        Shannon Harvey

        Central virtual production role

    




    "I use SMODE to build out a full show timeline of shot compositions in our all-digital-scenography virtual production performance of Peter Pan. The workflow combines video assets, FBX camera solve data, and Notch modifier blocks, feeding into a painted, lit, animated, and live comping 3D Notch and Unreal worlds."


                    

                    

                            

        

    



    

    
                    
                
                    
                        Unleash your creativity with SMODE!
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                        Seamless integration in any live environment!
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                        From full live to fully pre-programmed
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                        Surprise the audience, not production
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                        No compromise on reliability
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            Find the right plan

            Ready to SMODE? Discover our flexible software licensing model.
With SMODE, whether you're shaping ideas in the studio or bringing them to life on the stage, we have the right tools for you.
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        Your Real-Time Creative Powerhouse!

        
            
                Discover

                

            

    

    
        
            Create. Generate. Composite.

            Simulate. Animate. Render.

        

        
Smode Compose is designed for content creators and video operators who thrive in an offline environment, providing a comprehensive platform for the creation, simulation and export of your projects or videos.
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        Redefining Real-Time Compositing and Media Serving.

        
            
                Discover

                

            

    

    
        
            Perform. Integrate. Broadcast.

            Manipulate. Innovate. Engage.

        

        
Smode Live caters to real-time, online operations as a fully-equipped media server. It provides advanced video playback capabilities along with live editing features as a all-in-one package, ensuring that your creativity never misses a beat.
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The latest from smode

                            	Plateau Virtuel - Studio Grenelle

	Skip the use concert

	We will rock you - Queen and Ben Elton’s musical
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                        Learn SMODE.

                        With free online learning content, tutorials, documentation, and trainers, we have a way to learn that's right for you.
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                        Get support.

                        Explore comprehensive reference documentation, instructional guides, community-based support, and options for dedicated professional support.
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                        SMODE lab.

                        A creative co-working space in Paris, France. A place open to experimentation and to direct exchange between Smoders.
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            Smode Community

            Your creative sandbox for real-time visual exploration.

            Smode Community is a free version of SMODE with no ads, no user data tracking, and no obligations of any kind, which is fully usable without watermarks up to the Full HD resolution (1920x1080). Although this is a non-commercial software license, it's designed to give everyone access to our state-of-the-art tools, allowing you to explore and create without limitations.
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    Let's Connect!

    For inquiries related to business or potential partnerships, proceed to our Business Contact Page.
    

    We encourage all users to join our vibrant Smode Community on 
Discord
and 
Facebook
for collaborative learning and inspiration. Also, don't forget to explore our detailed Documentation for guidance.
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